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Russia's only trade exhibition for laboratory  
equipment and chemical reagents

Becoming an exhibition sponsor is an extra opportunity to run  
a large-scale advertising campaign and stand out from the other  
participants. You will have the chance to promote your company  
and offer your products to a large number of business visitors  
who are interested in purchasing laboratory equipment.

Sponsorship of the Analitika Expo will enable your company: 
· to increase its sales of laboratory equipment
· extend its sales territory 
· attract customers who are new to the Russian market 
· present a stronger, more successful brand image
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Sponsorship of the exhibition is an exclusive offer which  
provides wide-ranging advertising opportunities which  
can help your company interest the whole of Analitika  
Expo’s target audience in its products, both during  
the exhibition and long before it starts. Sponsorship  
includes the exclusive right to place information  
about your company in advertising and informative  
materials, and also gain maximum benefit from  
the exhibition’s advertising campaign. This offer  
is the most effective, in terms of reaching a large  
audience and of making a long-lasting impression  
on your target audience.

Exclusive:
· full-colour advertisement on one side of the exhibition bag,  
 with 10,000 units roduced
· distribution of the sponsor’s advertising materials and display  
 of its posters in the VIP office zonereserved for organisers

Registration zone and outdoor areas:
· display of posters in a lightbox next to the exhibition hall
· display of 2x3 meter advertisements on the structure in front  
 of the exhibition pavilion
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status, on the plan  
 of the hall which is displayed in the exhibition pavilion foyer

Advertising in the exhibition grounds:
· 3 promoters’ badges

Registration of visitors to the exhibition:
· display of sponsor’s logo on the visitor registration form
· display of sponsor’s logo on electronic guest tickets
· display of sponsor’s logo on the badges worn by exhibition visitors

Official Exhibition Guide::
· display of sponsor’s logo on the front cover, on the acknowledgements page  
 and on the plan of the exhibition hall, with text indicating its status
· advertisement, occupying one quarter of the cover of the official  
 exhibition catalogue

E-mailing:
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 in all e-mails sent out to exhibition visitors 

Site: analitikaexpo.com
· banner on all pages of web site 1366х144
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 on the main page of the exhibition site
· display of news about sponsor’s company in the relevant section of the site

Advertising and PR materials:
· display of sponsor’s logo on all exhibition advertising materials  
 (brochures, printed guest tickets, modules etc.)
· inclusion of sponsor’s company in the list of sponsors in the exhibition  
 press release and in promotional e-mails

GENERAL  
SPONSOR

Audience reach:

6,020 visitors to the exhibition

10,541 registered visitors

44,331 unique visitors  
to the exhibition website:  
analitikaexpo.com

555,600 unique e-mail  
contacts

12 775 €

This offer is open to only one company
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REGISTRATION AND  
ORIENTAION SPONSOR

11 417 €

Registration is mandatory for all visitors to the exhibition, 
without exception. Once they have registered, visitors  
receive an electronic ticket bearing the sponsor’s  
advertisement, which they will use to enter the exhibition. 
More than 10,000 visitors to the exhibition site will  
register electronically.  
The sponsor’s logo will be displayed on more than  
30 orientation stands located at various points around  
the exhibition complex, which will draw visitors’ attention  
to the sponsor and help them to find its stand.

Exclusive:
· branding of the registration stand: advertising space 2.96 х 1.54 m
· distribution of the sponsor’s advertising materials at the exhibition  
 registration stand
· inclusion of the sponsor’s advertising materials in the exhibition bags,  
 distributed from boxes
· sponsor’s logo on the special uniform worn by registration staff*
· sponsor’s logo on the bands worn by visitors
· branding of the boxes containing the bags received by visitors  
 at the entrance to the hall

Registration of visitors to the exhibition:
· display of sponsor’s logo on the visitor registration form
· display of sponsor’s logo on electronic guest tickets
· display of sponsor’s logo on the badges worn by exhibition visitors
· display of sponsor’s logo on the plan of the hall which is displayed in the exhibition  
 pavilion foyer, and on the information stand in the registration zone

Advertising in the exhibition grounds:
· display of the sponsor’s logo on all the orientation stands 
· 1 promoter’s badge
· display of posters with dimensions1 x 2.9 m. in an Octanorm  
 stand next to the exhibition hall
· 10 floor stickers in the exhibition hall

Official Exhibition Guide:
· display of sponsor’s logo on the front cover, on the acknowledgements page  
 and on the plan of the exhibition hall, with text indicating its status
· advertisement, occupying one third of the cover of the official  
 exhibition catalogue
· display of sponsor’s logo on the exhibition plan in the official exhibition catalogue

Site: www.analitikaexpo.com
· banner on all pages of web site 435Х80
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 on the main page of the exhibition site
· display of news about sponsor’s company in the relevant section of the site

E-mailing:
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 in all e-mails sent out to exhibition visitors 

Advertising and PR materials:
· inclusion of sponsor’s company in the list of sponsors in the exhibition  
 press release and in promotional e-mails

Audience reach:

6,020 visitors to the exhibition

10,541 registered visitors

44,331 unique visitors  
to the exhibition website:  
analitikaexpo.com

555,600 unique e-mail  
contacts

*this will be provided to the sponsor

This offer is open to only one company
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9 275 €EXHIBITION  
SPONSOR                         

Sponsorship of the Analitka Expo allows  
companies to influence the target audience  
directly by making use of the full range  
of exhibition advertising and information  
materials in their promotional activities.

Registration zone in the foyer:
· display of advertising with dimensions 1 x 2.9 m. in an Octanorm stand
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status, on the plan  
 of the hall which is displayed in the exhibition pavilion foyer

Advertising in the exhibition grounds
· 2 promoters’ badges
· 10 stickers pointing the way to sponsor’s stand

Official Exhibition Guide:
· display of sponsor’s logo on the front cover, on the acknowledgements page  
 and on the plan of the exhibition hall, with text indicating its status
· advertisement on the inside cover of the official exhibition catalogue
· display of sponsor’s logo on the exhibition plan in the official exhibition catalogue

E-mailing:
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 in all e-mails sent out to exhibition visitors

Site: www.analitikaexpo.com
· banner on all pages of web site 435Х80
· display of sponsor’s logo, with text indicating its status,  
 on the main page of the exhibition site
· display of news about sponsor’s company in the relevant section of the site

Advertising and PR materials:
· display of sponsor’s logo on all exhibition advertising materials  
 (brochures, printed guest tickets, modules etc.)
· inclusion of sponsor’s company in the list of sponsors  
 in the exhibition press release and in promotional e-mails

Audience reach:

6 020 visitors to the exhibition

10 541 registered visitors

44 331 unique visitors  
to the exhibition website:  
analitikaexpo.com

555 600 unique e-mail  
contacts

Offer open to three companies
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The Digital Sponsor package will enable your  
company to reach a large audience of potential  
customers. Obtain business contacts today,  
by making use of efficient tools  
to reach the widest possible target audience:  
The Internet will be at your service

Wi-Fi access for visitors
· the name of the Wi-Fi network will be the name of the sponsor’s  
 company plus the name of the exhibition
· branding of the page where visitors enter their mobile phone number  
 in order for registration purposes
· branding of the page where visitors enter their SMS password
· the landing page where visitors will be taken after entering  
 in their password will be a page on the sponsor’s site

Site: analitikaexpo.com
· display of news about the company in the relevant section of the site
· display of the sponsor’s logo on the main page of the exhibition site
· banner on all pages of web site 435Х80

Charging points
· branding of the charging points in the exhibition premises  
 and in the VIP office zone reserved for organisers

Advertising and PR materials
· inclusion of sponsor’s company in the list of sponsors in the exhibition  
 press release and in promotional e-mails
· sponsor’s logo on the acknowledgements page of the official exhibition catalogue
· sponsor’s logo on the exhibition plan in the official exhibition catalogue

DIGITAL 
SPONSOR              

5 835 € 

Audience reach:

6,020 visitors to the exhibition

10,541 registered visitors

44,331 unique visitors  
to the exhibition website 
analitikaexpo.com

555,600 unique e-mail  
contacts

This offer is open to only one company
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Sponsorship will enable your company to reach  
a large audience of potential customers and influence  
them without using aggressive marketing techniques.  
The decoration of the exhibition’s relaxation  
and lunch areas will provide a super opportunity  
to inform a large number of specialists  
in the sector about your presence in the market.

Branding of the Analitika Bar
· the name and branding of these areas will be the name  
 of the sponsor’s company plus the name of the exhibition
· branding of the glasses provided to visitors
· advertising on table tents

Site: analitikaexpo.com
· display of news about the company in the relevant section of the site
· display of the sponsor’s logo on the main page of the exhibition site

Advertising and PR materials
· inclusion of sponsor’s company in the list of sponsors  
 in the exhibition press release and in promotional e-mails
· sponsor’s logo on the acknowledgements page  
 of the official exhibition catalogue
· sponsor’s logo on the exhibition plan  
 in the official exhibition catalogue

SPONSOR OF THE 
ANALITIKA BAR                                         

5 000 €

Audience reach:

6 020 visitors to the exhibition

10 541 registered visitors

44 331 unique visitors 
 to the exhibition website: 
analitikaexpo.com

555 600 unique e-mail  
contacts

This offer is open to only one company

*this will be provided to the sponsor
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These are the main sponsorship options, but we  
are always ready to discuss other custom-designed 
exhibition sponsorship options that meet your 
budget, and individual requirements and goals. 
 If you have any questions about additional  
Analitika Expo sponsorship packages, please  
contact the exhibition’s marketing department:

Elena Rak
+7 (499) 750-08-28, 4239
elena.rak@hyve.group

To order services, please contact your manager:

Ekaterina Zolotareva
+7 (499) 750-08-28, 4141
Ekaterina.Zolotareva@hyve.group

Julia Chepurnaya
+7 (499) 750-08-28, 4144
julia.chepurnaya@hyve.group

Sponsorship and advertising  
opportunities


